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ABSTRACT
We propose to adapt the newly emerged cache-oblivious model to
relational query processing. Our goal is to automatically achieve
an overall performance comparable to that of fine-tuned algorithms
on a multi-level memory hierarchy. This automaticity is because
cache-oblivious algorithms assume no knowledge about any spe-
cific parameter values, such as the capacity and block size of each
level of the hierarchy. As a first step, we propose recursive par-
titioning to implement cache-oblivious nested-loop joins (NLJs)
without indexes, and recursive clustering and buffering to imple-
ment cache-oblivious NLJs with indexes. Our theoretical results
and empirical evaluation on three different architectures show that
our cache-oblivious NLJs match the performance of their manually
optimized, cache-conscious counterparts.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.4 [Database Management]: Systems—Query Processing, Re-
lational Databases

General Terms
Algorithms, Measurement, Performance

Keywords
Cache-Oblivious, Nested-Loop Join, Recursive Partitioning, Re-
cursive Clustering, Buffering

1. INTRODUCTION
The cache-oblivious model [17] was first proposed by M. Frigo

et al. in 1999. Since then, a few cache-oblivious algorithms and
data structures [3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 17] have been studied. The
most interesting feature of this line of work is that, even though
the model has no knowledge about the capacity and block size of
each level of a multi-level memory hierarchy, a cache-oblivious al-
gorithm has a provable upper bound on the number of block trans-
fers for any two adjacent levels of the hierarchy. Furthermore, this
memory efficiency asymptotically matches those more knowledge-
able external memory algorithms in many cases. Encouraged by
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their clean theoretical properties, we explore how cache-oblivious
algorithms can be applied to in-memory relational query processing
to achieve an efficient overall performance automatically.

Automatic performance tuning aims at good and stable perfor-
mance with little or no manual administration effort regardless of
changes in workloads and environments [16, 21]. As the memory
hierarchy becomes an important factor for database performance
[1, 9], it is essential to investigate self-optimizing techniques in
query processing on the memory hierarchy.

Cache-conscious [8, 9, 13, 15, 24, 27], or cache-aware tech-
niques have been the leading approach to the database performance
optimization for the memory hierarchy. In this approach, the capac-
ity and block size of a target level in a specific memory hierarchy,
e.g., the L2 cache, are taken as explicit parameters for data layout
and query processing. As a result, cache-conscious techniques can
achieve a high performance with suitable parameter values and fine
tuning. Nevertheless, as both the database systems and the memory
systems become more complex and diverse, this cache-conscious
tuning becomes a daunting task [5, 23]. In our experiments, we find
that the performance of a cache-conscious algorithm varies greatly
with its parameter values and the hardware platform. Moreover,
the suitable parameter values for the algorithm may be none of the
parameter values of the memory hierarchy and therefore requires
careful tuning even with the knowledge of the cache parameters.

Having the goal of automatic performance tuning in mind, we in-
vestigate if cache-oblivious techniques can be applied to in-memory
query processing to achieve a performance comparable to those of
their cache-conscious counterparts. Since existing work has fo-
cused on basic computation tasks, e.g., sorting and matrix opera-
tions [17], and basic data structures, e.g., cache-oblivious B-trees
[4, 5, 11], our first task is to find out how to apply cache-oblivious
techniques to basic query processing operations.

Joins are the major query operator in relational databases, and
nested loops are a simple but widely applicable form of join imple-
mentation. Therefore, as a first step, we examine cache-oblivious
NLJs, either with or without indexes.

First, we propose recursive partitioning to implement the cache-
oblivious non-indexed NLJ algorithm. This recursive partition-
ing follows the divide-and-conquer methodology [17] of cache-
oblivious techniques. Specifically, a problem is divided into a num-
ber of subproblems recursively and this recursion will not end until
the smallest unit of computation is reached. The intuition is that, at
some level of the recursion, a sub-problem will fit into some level
of the memory hierarchy and will further fit into one block as the
recursion continues. In our cache-oblivious non-indexed NLJ, each
relation is partitioned into two halves and the join is decomposed
into four smaller joins. This process goes on until a join is fully
contained in some level of the memory hierarchy.
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We next apply recursive clustering and buffering to implement
the cache-oblivious indexed NLJ algorithm. Recursive clustering
aims at improving the spatial locality of a tree index. It recursively
places related data together so that a cluster fits into one block at
some level of the recursion. Buffering improves the temporal local-
ity of a tree index. Our idea of buffering is similar to the previous
work [27]: Buffers are created for non-root nodes in the tree index
and batch up the accesses to each index node. The difference is that
we propose a novel mechanism to recursively determine the size of
each buffer in our cache-oblivious buffering.

Compared with cache-conscious techniques for NLJs, e.g., block-
ing [24] and buffering [27], our cache-oblivious algorithms do not
need to calibrate or measure the cache parameters of a specific ma-
chine or adjust algorithm settings accordingly. They are automati-
cally optimized for all levels of the memory hierarchy, and this au-
tomatic optimization holds on different architectures without any
manual tuning.

In brief, this paper makes the following three contributions. First,
we propose cache-oblivious algorithms for nested-loop joins. To
our best knowledge, this is the first work on cache-oblivious algo-
rithms for relational query processing. Second, we prove that our
cache-oblivious algorithms asymptotically match the cache perfor-
mance of their cache-conscious counterparts. Third, we empirically
evaluate the in-memory performance of our cache-oblivious algo-
rithms on three different architectures. Our results show that our
cache-oblivious algorithms provide a good and robust performance
on all three architectures, and our algorithms can be faster than the
carefully tuned cache-conscious algorithms.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we briefly review the background on the memory hierarchy, and
compare cache-conscious and cache-oblivious techniques. In Sec-
tions 3 and 4, we present our cache-oblivious algorithms for the
non-indexed and the indexed NLJs, respectively. We experimen-
tally evaluate our algorithms in Section 5. Finally, we conclude in
Section 6.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we first review the background on the memory hi-

erarchy and then cache-conscious and cache-oblivious techniques.

2.1 Preliminaries
The memory hierarchy in modern computers typically contains

multiple levels of memory from bottom up: disks, the main mem-
ory, the L2 cache, the L1 cache and registers. Each level has a
larger capacity and a slower access speed than its higher levels. A
higher level serves as a cache for its immediate lower level and all
data in the higher level can be found in its immediate lower level
(known as cache-inclusion [18]). In this paper, we use the cache
and the memory to represent any two adjacent levels in the mem-
ory hierarchy whenever appropriate.

We define a cache configuration as a three-element tuple <C, B,
A>, where C is the cache capacity in bytes, B the cache line size
in bytes and A the degree of set-associativity. The number of cache
lines in the cache is C

B
. A=1 is a direct-mapped cache, A= C

B
a fully

associative cache and A=n an n-associative cache (1 < n < C
B

).
In addition to the cache configuration, the average access time and
the replacement policy, e.g., LRU, MRU and Random [18], are also
important parameters of the cache.

The cache-oblivious model [17] assumes a simplified two-level
hierarchy, the cache and the memory. Under this model [17], al-
gorithms are designed without the knowledge of the cache parame-
ters. For analysis, the model has the following assumptions on the
cache. First, the cache is tall, C ≥ B2 (known as the tall cache

assumption) and is fully associative. Second, the cache uses an op-
timal replacement policy: If the cache is full, the ideal cache line
will be replaced based on the future access.

The cache complexity of an algorithm is defined to be the asymp-
totical number of block transfers between the cache and the mem-
ory incurred by the algorithm. For example, a search on a cache-
oblivious B-tree [4] has an optimal cache complexity O(logB N),
where N is the number of nodes in the B-tree. Frigo et al. showed
that, if an algorithm has an optimal cache complexity in the cache-
oblivious model, this optimality holds on all levels of a memory
hierarchy [17].

We study cache-oblivious algorithms for the memory hierarchy,
in particular, the levels above the main memory. This is because
caches at these levels, e.g., L1 and L2 caches, are managed by the
hardware. As a result, the accurate state information of these caches
are difficult to obtain due to the system runtime dynamics and the
hardware complexity. Moreover, even with the knowledge of the
cache parameters, the performance of cache-conscious algorithms
needs to be tuned carefully. In contrast, we investigate whether
and how cache-oblivious algorithms can automatically improve the
in-memory performance of query processing. Since LRU is a com-
mon cache replacement policy [18], we assume LRU in our cache
complexity analysis.

The notations used throughout this paper are summarized in Ta-
ble 1.

Table 1: Notations used in this paper
Parameter Description

C Cache capacity (bytes)
B Cache line size (bytes)

R, S Outer and inner relations of the NLJ
r,s Tuple sizes of R and S (bytes)

|R|,|S| Cardinalities of R and S
||R||,||S|| Sizes of R and S (bytes)

CS Base case size in number of tuples of S
N Number of nodes in the tree index on S
nz the index node size (bytes)
bz the size of the query item, <search key, RID> (bytes)

2.2 Cache-conscious and cache-oblivious
algorithms

Cache-conscious techniques have been the leading approach to
the performance optimization of relational query processing on a
memory hierarchy. For the last few decades, a number of cache-
conscious techniques, e.g., the NSM (N-ary storage model) [22]
and the B+-tree [15], have been applied to improve the performance
of disk-based applications. Recently, the CPU caches, especially
the L2 cache, have become a new bottleneck for in-memory rela-
tional query processing [1, 9]. Consequently, many contributions
have focused on optimizing the L2 cache performance using cache-
conscious techniques [8, 9, 13, 15, 24, 27].

We categorize cache-conscious algorithms into capacity aware
and block size aware. Capacity aware techniques mainly utilize the
knowledge of the capacity to improve the temporal locality of the
cache, whereas block size aware techniques mainly improve the
spatial locality of each block. Representatives of capacity aware
techniques include blocking [24], buffering [27] and partitioning
[9, 24]. Representatives of block size aware techniques include
compression [8] and clustering [14]. An algorithm can be both
capacity aware and block size aware, e.g., prefetching based algo-
rithms [13].

Similar to our categorization on cache-conscious algorithms, we
categorize cache-oblivious algorithms into capacity oblivious and
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block size oblivious. To date, representatives of capacity oblivious
algorithms include matrix multiplication and transposition [17], fun-
nel sort and distribution sort [12, 17]. Representatives of block size
oblivious algorithms are cache-oblivious B-trees [4, 5, 11] and R-
trees [3]. The cache-oblivious non-indexed NLJ we propose is ca-
pacity oblivious, and our indexed NLJ is both capacity oblivious
and block size oblivious.

Compared with the previous work on cache-oblivious algorithms,
our paper focuses on relational query processing, specifically nested-
loop joins. As such, the techniques we propose inherit both the
divide-and-conquer methodology of cache-oblivious techniques and
the data-centric considerations of cache-conscious query process-
ing [24]. Moreover, we pay attention to both the cache complexity
of our algorithms and their performance on real systems.

3. CACHE-OBLIVIOUS NON-INDEXED NLJS
The blocked nested-loop join is a cache-conscious algorithm for

nested-loop joins without indexes [24] (denoted as CC NLJ in this
paper). The basic idea of blocking is that the inner relation is di-
vided into multiple cache-sized blocks, each of which resides in the
cache throughout a loop. In contrast, we propose recursive parti-
tioning to design a cache-oblivious algorithm for the non-indexed
NLJ. Both relations are recursively partitioned so that the join on
the sub-relations can fit into the cache at some level of the recur-
sion.

3.1 Algorithms
We start with a cache-oblivious NLJ algorithm on two relations

of an equal size. This algorithm is denoted as RP NLJ, as shown in
Algorithm 1. Next, we use RP NLJ as a component and implement
a cache-oblivious NLJ algorithm for two arbitrary relations. This
algorithm is CO NLJ, as shown in Algorithm 2.

We apply recursive partitioning to both relations in RP NLJ. The
algorithm first divides the inner and outer relations into two equal-
sized sub-relations (If the cardinality of the relation is odd, the first
sub-relation has one more tuple than the second). Next, it performs
joins on the pairs of inner and outer sub-relations. Recursive calls
are ordered to maximize the cache reuse among them. The recur-
sion reaches the base case when |S| is no larger than CS . We ap-
ply the tuple-based simple nested-loop join algorithm (denoted as
TB NLJ) to evaluate the base case.

We have two considerations on ||R|| and ||S|| for the efficiency
of recursive partitioning. First, ||R|| ≥ ||S||, i.e., the inner relation
should be no larger than the outer relation of the join. Second, ||R||
should not be much larger than ||S||. Since both sub-relations R1

and R2 are scanned twice in the four recursive calls of RP NLJ,
this consideration bounds the cost of scanning the outer relations
in these recursive calls. With these two considerations, we set the
precondition for RP NLJ to be ||R|| = ||S|| for simplicity.

In order that both relations to be partitioned have no less than
two tuples (Lines 4–5 in Algorithm 1), CS should be larger than
or equal to |S|/|R|. Given the precondition ||R|| = ||S||, we have
|S|/|R| = r/s. Since CS should be larger than or equal one, the
default value of CS is the larger value of one and r/s.

Figure 1 compares the order of tuples generated by CC NLJ and
RP NLJ. The dots represent tuples generated by the join, some of
which may be eliminated by the join predicate. CC NLJ explicitly
performs blocking on S. In contrast, RP NLJ recursively decom-
poses the join into four smaller joins. In Figure 1 (b), these smaller
joins are represented using boxes of different sizes. If the tuples
within a box fit into the cache, cache thrashing does not occur in
the evaluation of the join represented by the box, and the temporal
locality is increased.

Algorithm 1 Cache-oblivious non-indexed NLJ algorithm with
constraints
Algorithm: RP NLJ(R,S)
Precondition: ||R|| = ||S||.
1: if |S| ≤ CS then
2: TB NLJ(R,S);
3: else
4: divide R into two halves, R1 and R2;
5: divide S into two halves, S1 and S2;
6: RP NLJ (R1,S1);
7: RP NLJ (R2,S1);
8: RP NLJ (R2,S2);
9: RP NLJ (R1,S2);

R

S

(a) CC_NLJ

R

S

(b) RP_NLJ

Figure 1: The order of tuples generated in CC NLJ and
RP NLJ

We now use RP NLJ as a component in a cache-oblivious algo-
rithm for two arbitrary relations, as shown in Algorithm 2. This
algorithm first checks whether the cardinality of S is smaller than
or equals CS . If so, it uses TB NLJ to evaluate the join. Otherwise,
it divides R into p partitions Ri(1 ≤ i ≤ p, p = � ||R||

||S|| � ) so that
the size of the first (p − 1) partitions equals ||S|| and that of the
last one is smaller than or equals ||S||. Next, it applies RP NLJ to
evaluate the joins of the first (p − 1) partitions and S. Finally, it
evaluates the join on the last partition Rp and S. If ||Rp|| = ||S||,
it directly uses RP NLJ to evaluate the join. Otherwise, it takes S
and Rp as the outer and inner relations, respectively, and evaluates
the join using CO NLJ recursively.

Algorithm 2 Cache-oblivious non-indexed NLJ algorithm
Algorithm: CO NLJ(R,S)
1: if |S| ≤ CS then
2: TB NLJ(R, S);
3: else
4: divide R into p partitions, R1, R2, ..., and Rp (p = � ||R||

||S|| �) so that

||Ri|| = ||S|| (1 ≤ i < p) and ||Rp|| ≤ ||S||;
5: for each partition Ri (1 ≤ i < p) do
6: RP NLJ(Ri,S);
7: if ||Rp|| = ||S|| then
8: RP NLJ(Rp,S);
9: else

10: CO NLJ(S, Rp);

3.2 Cache complexity
Having presented our algorithms, we give their cache complexity

results, as shown in Propositions 1 and 2.

PROPOSITION 1. The cache complexity of RP NLJ is O( ||R||·||S||
CB

).

Proof. We denote Q(||R||, ||S||) as the cache complexity of
RP NLJ on R and S. When ||S|| < 2C, cache reuse on the in-
ner relation occurs among every two adjacent recursive calls on the
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sub-partition of S, and Q(||R||, ||S||) is 2||R||
B

+ ||S||
B

. Based on
the recursion of the algorithm, we have:

Q(||R||, ||S||) =

{
4Q( ||R||

2
, ||S||

2
) , ||S|| ≥ 2C

2||R||
B

+ ||S||
B

, ||S|| < 2C
(1)

Suppose R′ and S′ are the outer and inner relations at the first oc-
currence of ||S′|| < 2C. Hence, C ≤ ||S′|| < 2C. The number of
recursion levels is log2

||S||
||S′|| , and the number of Q(||R′||, ||S′||)

for Q(||R||, ||S||) is 4
log2

||S||
||S′|| = ( ||S||

||S′|| )
2. Therefore, we have:

Q(|R|, |S|) = (
||S||
||S′|| )

2Q(||R′||, ||S′||)

= (
||S||
||S′|| )

2(
2||R′||

B
+

||S′||
B

)

=
3||S||2
||S′||B (because ||R′|| = ||S′||)

≤ 3||S||2
CB

Therefore, Q(|R|, |S|) is O( ||S||2
CB

) = O( ||R||·||S||
CB

).�

PROPOSITION 2. The cache complexity of CO NLJ is O(
||R||·||S||

CB
).

Proof. The cache complexity of CO NLJ is no larger than � ||R||
||S|| �

multiplied by that of RP NLJ. Thus, according to Proposition 1, the

cache complexity of CO NLJ is O(� ||R||
||S|| � ||S||2

CB
) = O( ||R||·||S||

CB
).

�

Since the cache complexity of CC NLJ with a block size C is
O( ||R||·||S||

CB
) [24], both RP NLJ and CO NLJ match the cache

complexity of CC NLJ. Moreover, the cache complexity of CO NLJ
holds on all levels of the memory hierarchy, whereas CC NLJ opti-
mizes the performance for only one level in the memory hierarchy
[24].

3.3 Base case
The size of the base case, CS , is important for the efficiency of

RP NLJ. On one hand, without the knowledge of the cache capac-
ity, CS must be small in order to avoid cache thrashing in the base
case. On the other hand, a small CS value results in a large number
of recursive calls, which can yield a significant overhead. Thus, we
develop a cost-based way to estimate a suitable base case size.

The basic idea of our estimation is to compare the total size of
data transferred between the cache and the memory in two cases:
(1) the join is evaluated as a base case, and (2) the join is divided
into four smaller joins and each of these smaller joins is evalu-
ated as a base case. We denote these two costs as T and T ′ (in
bytes), correspondingly. Through comparing T and T ′, we deter-
mine whether it is cost-effective to evaluate the join as a base case.

Recall that the base case is evaluated using TB NLJ. Consider
the cost of TB NLJ(R, S). If ||S|| < C, the relation S can fit
into the cache and the size of transferred data is (||R|| + ||S||).
Otherwise, it is (||R|| + |R| · ||S||). In addition, fc is the size of
the data (in bytes) brought into the cache for a recursive call.

Given the precondition of RP NLJ (||R|| = ||S||), we estimate
T and T ′ in the following four scenarios:
• 1: ||S|| ≥ 2C. Relation S can not fit into the cache, and each
partition from S can not either. We have T = (||R|| + |R| · ||S||)
and T ′ = (2||R|| + |R| · ||S|| + 4 · fc).
• 2: C ≤ ||S|| < 2C. Relation S can not fit into the cache, but
each partition from S can. We have T = (||R|| + |R| · ||S||) and
T ′ = (2||R|| + ||S|| + 4 · fc).

• 3: C/2 < ||S|| < C. Relation S can fit into the cache, and each
partition from S can fit into the cache. We have T = (||R||+ ||S||)
and T ′ = (2||R|| + ||S|| + 4 · fc).
• 4: ||S|| ≤ C/2. R and S together can fit into the cache. We have
T = (||R|| + ||S||) and T ′ = (||R|| + ||S|| + 4 · fc).

In a cache-oblivious setting, we compare the average cost of
these four scenarios for T and T ′, denoted as E(T ) and E(T ′),
respectively. We determine the boundary base case size such that
E(T ) > E(T ′). Note, we have an under-estimation of the CS

value, because the computation overhead of recursive calls is not
included in our estimation of E(T ′). Therefore, we simply set the
CS value in RP NLJ to be twice of the boundary value.

We take our implementation as an example to illustrate the esti-
mation. The recursive call of RP NLJ is in the form of RP NLJ(R,
S, rStart, rEnd, sStart, sEnd). Parameters rStart
and rEnd (or sStart and sEnd) represent the RID range on the
relation R (or S). Each parameter is coded as four bytes in our
implementation. When a function call is issued, the data that are
pushed into the recursion stack include a function pointer, the ad-
dress of the returned result and one copy of all parameters in the
recursive call. The size of these data is 32 bytes in total. When the
function call is processed, the data having been pushed into the re-
cursion stack are popped. Again, 32 bytes of data are brought into
the cache. Thus, fc = 64.

Suppose r = s = 128 bytes. Given the precondition of RP NLJ
(||R|| = ||S||), we have |R| = |S|. When |S| is larger than 8, we
have E(T ) > E(T ′). The CS value is set to be 16 in this example.
With this CS value, we eliminate more than 97% of the recursive
calls in the RP NLJ with CS = 1.

4. CACHE-OBLIVIOUS INDEXED NLJS
After presenting cache-oblivious NLJs in the absence of indexes,

we discuss cache-oblivious NLJs in the presence of B-tree indexes.
Without the knowledge of the block size, we use 2-3 B-tree indexes
(each non-leaf node has two or three child nodes). Since the spa-
tial and the temporal locality of such a tree index is important for
the performance of indexed NLJs, we apply recursive clustering
and buffering techniques to improve the spatial and the temporal
locality, respectively. Additionally, we prove that with these tech-
niques, the cache complexity of our cache-oblivious indexed NLJ
algorithm matches that of the cache-conscious indexed NLJ algo-
rithm. In our cache complexity analysis, we assume that each index
node has exactly two child nodes. Since the tree index with this
assumption is taller, this is the worst case analysis for the cache
complexity of the indexed NLJ on the 2-3 tree index.

4.1 Clustering
Clustering is to store related data together and results in a layout

with a better spatial locality. With the knowledge of the block size,
an effective way of clustering is to pack the related data into exactly
one block. In contrast, lacking the block size information, recursive
clustering recursively puts together the related data items. At some
level of the recursion, a cluster of data fits into one block.

An example of recursive clustering is a cache-oblivious B-tree
[4], which is a weight-balanced binary tree with the van Emde Boas
(VEB) layout [26]. The VEB layout proceeds as follows. Let h be
the number of levels (assuming h is a power of two for simplicity).
We split the tree at the middle level (Cut 1 in Figure 2 (a)) and we
have around N1/2 subtrees, each of which roughly contains N1/2

index nodes (B1, ..., Bt in Figure 2 (b)). The resulting layout of the
tree is obtained by recursively storing each subtree in the order of
B1, ..., Bt. The recursion stops when the subtree contains only one
node. Figure 2 (b) shows the VEB layout of a tree with h = 4 and
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B1

B2 Bt
...

B1 B2 Bt
...

1

2 3

4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Cut1

Cut2

Cut3 Cut4 Cut5 Cut6

Cut1

1,2,3,4,8,9,5,10,11,6,12,13,7,14,15
The layout in memory: 

(a) (b)

Figure 2: The van Emde Boas layout (left) and the layout of a
tree with a level of four (right)

N = 15. With the VEB layout, an index node and its child nodes
are stored close to each other. Thus, the spatial locality of the tree
index is improved.

We apply the VEB layout to the 2-3 tree index. Proposition 3
states that the cache complexity of one probe on the 2-3 tree in-
dex with the VEB layout matches that of a probe on one cache-
conscious B-tree with the index node size B.

PROPOSITION 3. The cache complexity of one probe on the 2-3
tree index with the VEB layout is O(logB N).

Proof. The proof of this proposition is the same as the one that
proves the cache complexity of the cache-oblivious B-tree [4]. �

4.2 Buffering
The indexed NLJ in its basic form evaluates one tuple at a time.

Its major problem is that cache thrashing severely degrades the join
performance when the tree index is not cache resident. To improve
the temporal locality for the index access in the NLJ, a buffering
technique has been proposed [27]. In this technique, an index tree
is organized into multiple subtrees (called virtual nodes [27]) and
the root of each subtree, except the root of the original tree, is asso-
ciated with a buffer. Each buffer is a memory area that temporarily
stores the query items that have been passed down from the upper
levels. Each query item is in the form of <search key, RID>. With
these buffers, the accesses to a virtual node are in a batch. Thus,
the temporal locality of the index is improved.

For the completeness of the presentation, we briefly describe
how the buffers work in the context of an NLJ [27]. These buffers
can be either fixed-size or variable-size. If fixed-size buffers are
used, the size of each buffer is set to be the size of a virtual node.
These buffers are created before the join begins and stay until the
join finishes. As the join proceeds, the query items from the outer
relation are distributed to the buffers in the tree index of the in-
ner relation until a buffer becomes full. When a buffer is full, we
flush the buffer by distributing the buffered query items to its child
buffers recursively. When a query item reaches a leaf node, the leaf
node is scanned for matching tuples. At the end of the join, we
flush all buffers of the tree index in the depth-first order.

Variable-size buffers are dynamically created during the join pro-
cess. Each buffer is a linked list of segments, each of which can
hold a number of query items. At the beginning of the join, the
query items from the outer relation are distributed to the buffers,
until scanning the outer relation is done. Then, buffers are flushed
one by one in the depth-first order.

Through buffering, the cost of loading a virtual node into the
cache is amortized among the buffered query items. Hence, we
study the amortized cache complexity of one probe on the 2-3 tree
index with buffers.

buffer

index node

(b) Cache-oblivious buffering
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(a) Cache-conscious buffering
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Figure 3: Buffering schemes

4.2.1 CC BUF
Cache-conscious buffering [27] (denoted as CC BUF) determines

the size of each virtual node according to the cache capacity of the
target level in a specific memory hierarchy (e.g., the L2 cache) so
that each virtual node can fit into the cache. This buffering scheme
is illustrated in Figure 3 (a). Note that the size of two query items
is equal to the size of one index node in Figure 3.

PROPOSITION 4. The amortized cache complexity of one probe
on the 2-3 tree index with CC BUF is O( 1

B
· logC N).

Proof. The number of levels in a virtual node in CC BUF is
log2

C
nz

. Hence, the number of levels of the buffers in the tree
index is log2 N/ log2

C
nz

= log C
nz

N .
If fixed-size buffers are used, the amortized cost of each probe

on a virtual node is O(1/B), because the cost of loading the vir-
tual node into the cache is amortized among C

bz
probes. Since the

number of levels of the buffers in the tree index is log C
nz

N , the

amortized cost of each probe is O( 1
B
·log C

nz
N) = O( 1

B
·logC N).

If variable-size buffers are used, the amortized cost of each probe
on a virtual node is O(1/B), because each node is loaded ex-
actly once. Each query item is copied log C

nz
N times among the

buffers. Thus, the amortized cache complexity of each probe is
O( 1

B
· logC N). �

4.2.2 BASIC COBUF
The basic algorithm of cache-oblivious buffering (denoted as

BASIC COBUF) performs buffering at each level, because we do
not assume knowledge of the cache capacity. Each virtual node
contains only one index node. The number of levels of the buffers
in the tree index is log2 N . This buffering scheme is illustrated in
Figure 3 (b).

BASIC COBUF is the same as CC BUF [27], except that they
have different virtual node sizes. However, in BASIC COBUF with
fixed-size or variable-size buffers, the amortized cost of one probe
on a virtual node is O(1/B). Since the number of levels of the
buffers in the tree index is log2 N , the amortized cache complexity
of one probe in BASIC COBUF is O( 1

B
· log2 N), which does not

match the cache complexity of CC BUF.

4.2.3 VEB COBUF
Due to the nature of cache-oblivious algorithm, buffering must

be performed on each level of the tree index in BASIC COBUF. In
this case, we can not do much about BASIC COBUF with variable-
size buffers. In contrast, we develop a novel technique to define
the size of each buffer for BASIC COBUF with fixed-size buffers.
With this technique, the amortized cache complexity of one probe
on the tree index with cache-oblivious buffering matches that with
cache-conscious buffering.

We define the size of each fixed-size buffer following the VEB
recursion [26]. Thus, we denote this algorithm as VEB COBUF.
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The basic idea of our definition is that at each level of the recursion,
the size of the buffer for the root node of a subtree is set to be the
total size of the index nodes and the buffers for the non-root nodes
in the subtree. If the subtree and all its buffers (excluding the buffer
for its root node) fit into the cache, the subtree and all these buffers
can be reused before they are evicted from the cache.

Following the VEB recursion, we cut the tree at the middle level
and obtain a top tree as the subtree on top of the cut and a number
of bottom trees below the cut. If the tree contains N index nodes,
we set the buffer size for the root node of each bottom tree to be
N

1
2 log2 N

1
2 in number of index nodes (we will discuss this size

in more detail). The sizes of buffers in the top tree and the bottom
trees are recursively defined following the VEB recursion. This
process ends when the tree contains only one index node. If the
size of the buffer for this node has not been determined, it is set to
be the index node size.

Denote S(N) to be the total size (in number of index nodes) of
buffers on the index consisting of N nodes in VEB COBUF. Note,
the size of the buffer for the root node is not included in S(N).
Since each bottom tree has around N1/2 nodes, the buffer size
for the root node of each bottom tree equals (N1/2 + S(N1/2)).
According to the VEB recursion, we have the formula, S(N) =

N1/2(N1/2+S(N1/2))+(N1/2+1)·S(N1/2). We solve this for-
mula, eliminate lower-order terms and obtain S(N) = N(log2 N−
1). Thus, we set the buffer size for the root node of the bottom tree

to be N
1
2 log2 N

1
2 in number of index nodes.

An example of the VEB buffer size definition on an index tree
of four levels is shown in Figure 4 (b). The first cut of the VEB
recursion on this tree is between levels 2 and 3. This results in one
top tree and four bottom trees. Since the size of two query items
equals the size of one index node, the size of the buffer for the root
of each bottom tree is 2 × 3 log2 3 = 10. A further cut on each
subtree completes setting the buffer sizes in the tree.

Proposition 5 states that the cache complexity of one probe on
the 2-3 tree index with VEB COBUF matches that with CC BUF.

PROPOSITION 5. The amortized cache complexity of one probe
on the 2-3 tree index with VEB COBUF is O( 1

B
· logC N).

Proof. We consider the VEB recursion of the index tree until a sub-
tree (either the top tree or a bottom tree) and its buffers (excluding
the one for its root node) can fit into the cache. These subtrees are
denoted as base trees [10]. Thus, a subtree at the previous recursion
level and its buffers can not fit into the cache. Suppose each base
tree contains k index nodes. Thus, a subtree at the previous recur-
sion level contains approximately k2 index nodes. Under our buffer
size definition, the total size of index nodes and buffers (excluding
the one for the root node) is (k log2 k · nz) and (k2 log2 k2 · nz)
for these two trees, correspondingly. Therefore, k log2 k · nz < C
and k2 log2 k2 · nz ≥ C. Taking “log2” on both sides of these two
equations, we have 1

4
log2

C
nz

≤ log2 k < log2
C
nz

.

The amortized cost of each probe on a base tree is O(1/B), be-
cause the cost of loading the base tree is amortized among k log2 k·nz

bz
probes. The number of base trees that each probe should go through
is O(log2 N/ log2 k) = O(log2 N/ log2 C) = O(logC N). There-
fore, the amortized cost of each probe on the index tree is O( 1

B
·

logC N). �

5. EVALUATION
We have implemented both cache-conscious and cache-oblivious

NLJ algorithms and studied their in-memory performance on three
different platforms.

5.1 Experimental setup
Our empirical study was conducted on three machines of differ-

ent architectures, namely P4, AMD and Ultra-Sparc. Some fea-
tures of these machines are listed in Table 2. Both the L1 and L2
caches on all three platforms are non-blocking, and the L2 cache
is unified. The Ultra-Sparc does not support hardware prefetch-
ing data from the main memory [25], whereas both P4 and AMD
do. AMD performs prefetching for ascending sequential accesses
only [2] whereas P4 supports prefetching for both ascending and
descending accesses [19].

Table 2: Machine characteristics
Name P4 AMD Ultra-Sparc

OS Linux 2.4.18 Linux 2.6.15 Solaris 8
Processor Intel P4 2.8GHz AMD Opteron 1.8GHz Ultra-Sparc III 900Mhz

L1 DCache <8K, 64, 4> <128K, 64, 4> <64K, 32, 4>
L2 cache <512K, 128, 8> <1M, 128, 8> <8M, 64, 8>

DTLB 64 1024 64
Memory 2.0 GB 15.0 GB 8.0 GB

All algorithms were implemented in C++ and were compiled us-
ing g++ 3.2.2-5 with optimization flags (O3 and finline-functions).
As we studied the in-memory performance, the data in all experi-
ments were always memory-resident and the memory usage never
exceeded 80%.

To date, cache-oblivious B-trees with implicit pointers are com-
plex and not as efficient as the ones with explicit pointers [11,
20]. For a fair comparison between cache-conscious and cache-
oblivious algorithms, we chose the B-trees with explicit pointers
for our implementation. The representation of tree nodes was the
same as the traditional B-tree [15], except that each node contained
a four-byte field height and a one-byte field type (a leaf node or
a non-leaf node). These two fields were used to facilitate the VEB
layout.
Workload design. The workloads in our study contain two join
queries on two tables R and S. These workloads are similar to
those of the previous study [1]. Tables R and S have a similar
schema, defined as follows:

create table R (
a1 integer not null,
...
an integer not null
);

Each field was a randomly generated 4-byte integer. We varied n
to scale up or down the tuple size. The tree index was built on the
field a1 of the table S.

We used the following join queries in our experiments:

Select R.a1

From R, S
Where <predicates>;
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The equi-join query has the predicate, R.a1 = S.a1, and the non-
equijoin, R.a1 < S.a1 and...and R.an < S.an. All fields of
each table are involved in the non-equijoin predicate so that an en-
tire tuple is brought into the cache for the evaluation of the predi-
cate. We used the non-indexed NLJ algorithm to evaluate the non-
equijoin and the indexed NLJ algorithm to evaluate the equi-join.
We stored join results into an output buffer area, and the storing
cost was not significant in our measurements.

Metrics. Table 3 lists the main performance metrics used in our
experiments. We used the C/C++ function clock() to obtain the
total execution time on all three platforms. In addition, we used a
hardware profiling tool, PCL [7], to count cache misses on P4 only,
because we did not have privileges to perform profiling on AMD
or Ultra-Sparc.

Table 3: Performance metrics
Metrics Description

TOT CYC Total execution time on all three platforms in seconds (sec)
L1 DCM Number of L1 data cache misses on P4 in billions (109)
L2 DCM Number of L2 data cache misses on P4 in millions (106)
TLB DM Number of TLB misses on P4 in millions (106)

For a cache-conscious algorithm in our study, we varied its pa-
rameter values to examine the performance variance. Specifically,
given a cache parameter value (either C or B), y, of the target level
in the memory hierarchy, we varied the parameter value x for the
cache-conscious algorithm: x < y, x = y and x > y. This param-
eter value tuning of x ≤ y simulates the scenario that a programmer
has the accurate knowledge of the target level and manually tunes
x according to y. x > y may happen if the programmer does not
know the cache parameter value or the cache-conscious algorithm
is ported from one platform to another without any tuning.

For a given set of performance measurements of a cache-conscious
algorithm, we computed the minimum (min), the maximum (max),
the average (mean) and the variance (stdev) values for the set.
The min and max values specify the performance range of the
cache-conscious algorithm. The mean and stdev values quantify
the impact of tuning the cache-conscious algorithm.

5.2 Non-indexed NLJs
We first verified the effectiveness of our estimation on the base

case size. Next, we compared the performance of CO NLJ and
CC NLJ with different block sizes. The reported results were ob-
tained when ||R|| = ||S|| = 32M bytes and r = s = 128 bytes
(both relations have 256K tuples) unless otherwise specified. Fi-
nally, we varied the tuple size and the relation size to further com-
pare CO NLJ and CC NLJ.

Figure 5 shows the time breakdown of CO NLJ with CS varied
on P4. The busy time is obtained by subtracting the three types of
cache stalls from the total elapsed time. We mark the time break-
downs when the size of the inner relation of the base case equals
the L1 and L2 data cache capacities, the number of entries in the
TLB, and our model estimation (CS = 16). The large gap between
the performance of CO NLJ with (CS = 1) and with (CS = 16)
is due to the large difference in their number of recursive calls.
This justifies the effectiveness of our estimation. Additionally, the
large gap between the performance of CO NLJ with (CS = 16)
and with (CS ≥ 4096) indicates that recursive partitioning greatly
reduces the number of cache misses of the join. One may conjec-
ture from Figure 5 that the L1 cache capacity is a better guess than
our estimation for the base case size on P4; unfortunately, this par-
ticular phenomenon does not hold for different platforms, different
algorithms, or different data sizes.
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Figure 5: Time breakdowns of CO NLJ with CS varied on P4

Figure 6 shows the elapsed time of CO NLJ and CC NLJ with
different block sizes on the three platforms. On each platform, we
mark the measurements of CC NLJ when its block size equals the
L1 and L2 data cache capacities, and the number of entries in the
TLB.

We analyze these results on two aspects. First, we study the
performance variance of the cache-conscious algorithm. The per-
formance variance of CC NLJ with different block sizes is large.
In particular, the performance variance on P4 and AMD is larger
than that on Ultra-Sparc. The performance variance stdev is more
than 90% of the mean performance on P4 and AMD, and the ratio
is around 40% on Ultra-Sparc. The max value is around four times
of the min value on Ultra-Sparc, and can be more than ten times
larger than the min value on P4 and AMD. This large performance
variance quantifies the potential performance loss with ineffective
tuning or without any tuning. Additionally, the best block size for
CC NLJ differs on the three platforms. The best block size is be-
tween the L1 and the L2 data cache capacities on P4, is smaller
than the L1 data cache capacity on AMD, and is equal to the L1
data cache capacity on Ultra-Sparc. This shows the difficulty in
determining the best block size for CC NLJ on different platforms
even with the knowledge of the cache parameters.

Second, we compare the overall performance of CC NLJ and
CO NLJ on the three platforms. CO NLJ is faster than CC NLJ
with the L1 or L2 data cache capacity on all three platforms. Re-
gardless of the differences in the three platforms, CO NLJ provides
a much more robust performance, which is close to or even better
than the best performance of the carefully tuned CC NLJ.

We further examine the cache performance of CO NLJ and CC NLJ.
Figure 7 shows the cache performance of CO NLJ and CC NLJ
with different block sizes on P4. On one hand, when the block size
is small, the number of cache misses caused by CC NLJ is large
due to the large number of scans performed on the outer relation.
On the other hand, when the block size increases, we observes the
following cache thrashing in order: (a) when the block size is larger
than the L1 data cache capacity (8K bytes), thrashing occurs on
the L1 data cache; (b) when the number of memory pages in one
block of S is larger than the number of entries in the TLB, thrash-
ing occurs on the TLB (the page size is 4K bytes, and the block
size is 256K bytes); (c) when the block size is larger than the L2
cache capacity (512K bytes), thrashing occurs on the L2 cache.
This is evidence of a disadvantage of cache-conscious algorithms,
i.e., they often optimize the performance for a specific level in the
memory hierarchy, but do not optimize for all levels of the memory
hierarchy.

Compared with CC NLJs, CO NLJ has a consistently good per-
formance on both the L1 and L2 caches and TLB. This performance
advantage shows the power of automatic optimization for all levels
of the memory hierarchy achieved by cache-oblivious techniques.
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Figure 6: TOT CYC measurements of CO NLJ and CC NLJ
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Figure 7: The cache performance of CO NLJ and CC NLJ on P4

Figure 8 shows the time breakdown of CO NLJ and the best
CC NLJ on P4. The total cache stalls of the best CC NLJ are sig-
nificant. In contrast, the cache stalls of CO NLJ are less significant
due to its automatic optimization for the entire memory hierarchy.
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P4

Finally, we study the TOT CYC ratio of CO NLJ over the best
CC NLJ on the three platforms. If the ratio is smaller than one,
CO NLJ outperforms the best CC NLJ. Figure 9 (a) shows the
TOT CYC ratio when both r and s are varied, and |R| = |S| =
256K. The performance ratio slightly decreases, as the tuple size
increases. Figure 9 (b) shows the TOT CYC ratio when r = s =
128 bytes, |S| = 256K and |R| is varied. Thus, ||R|| is ranged
from 64M to 256M bytes. The performance ratio is stable when
|R| is varied.
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Figure 9: The TOT CYC ratio of CO NLJ and CC NLJ(best)

5.3 Indexed NLJs
We first studied the performance of clustering and buffering sep-

arately. The reported results were obtained when |R| = |S| = 5M
and r = s = 8 bytes unless otherwise specified. This setting was
comparable to the previous study [27]. Next, combining clustering
and buffering, we compared cache-conscious and cache-oblivious
indexed NLJs.

Figure 10 shows the TOT CYC measurements of the 2-3 tree in-
dex with and without clustering, denoted as COB and CCB, respec-
tively. We vary the fanout of CCB to be F = 2i + 1 (1 ≤ i ≤ 11).
Since the node size is (8F + 1) bytes on a 32-bit platform, it is
ranged from 25 bytes to around 16K bytes. In Figure 10, we mark
the TOT CYC measurements of CCB with the node size equal to
the L1 and L2 data cache line sizes and the memory page size on
each platform.

We have the following two observations. First, the performance
variance of CCB on P4 and AMD is smaller than that on Ultra-
Sparc. On P4 and AMD, the performance variance stdev is smaller
than 80% of the mean performance, and the max value is four
to six times of the min value. On Ultra-Sparc, the performance
variance stdev is larger than the mean performance, and the max
value is over ten times larger than the min value.

Second, on all platforms, COB outperforms CCB with the fanout
of three. This indicates recursive clustering improves the spatial
locality of the tree index. When the fanout of CCB increases,
CCB outperforms COB. Especially on Ultra-Sparc, CCB can be
ten times faster than COB. This is not surprising because the small
cache line size reduces the performance impact of clustering. Com-
pared with previous studies that observed that COB can outper-
form CCB with different fanouts in disk-based applications [5],
our study on in-memory performance shows that COB outperforms
CCB only when CCB has a relatively small fanout. This may also
explain why the performance improvement by clustering on Ultra-
Sparc is smaller than that on other two platforms, since its data
cache line size (either L1 or L2) is only one half of the other two
platforms.
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Figure 11: TOT CYC measurements of the algorithms with fixed-size buffers

Figure 11 shows the TOT CYC measurements of the algorithms
with fixed-size buffers, including VEB COBUF and CC BUF with
the number of levels in a virtual node varied. Note, the index is a
2-3 tree index without clustering. BASIC COBUF is equivalent to
CC BUF with each virtual node containing only one level. On each
platform, we mark the TOT CYC value when the virtual node size
is determined based on the L1 and the L2 data cache capacities and
the number of entries in the TLB.

We summarize our findings on Figure 11 on three aspects. First,
the buffering technique significantly improves the overall perfor-
mance of the join on the three platforms. Comparing the measure-
ments in Figures 10 and 11, we find that even the naive algorithm,
BASIC COBUF, can be more than four times faster than that with-
out buffering on Ultra-Sparc.

Second, the performance variance of CC BUF on P4 and AMD
is smaller than that on Ultra-Sparc. On P4 and AMD, the per-
formance variance stdev is smaller than 35% of the mean perfor-
mance, and the max value is two to three times of the min value.
On Ultra-Sparc, the performance variance stdev is larger than the
mean performance, and the max value is around thirty times larger
than the min value. The best virtual node sizes are different on the
three platforms. It is equal to the L1 cache capacity on P4, but it is
smaller than the L1 cache capacity on AMD and Ultra-Sparc.

Third, on all three platforms, VEB COBUF outperforms CC BUF
with fixed-size buffers. We further examine the time breakdown of
VEB COBUF and the best CC BUF on P4 (Figure 12). Similar to
the results of non-indexed NLJs, the total cache stalls of the best
CC BUF are significant, and those of VEB COBUF are less signif-
icant.

Figure 13 compares the algorithms with fixed-size and variable-
size buffers. We show the performance of CC BUF with the best
virtual node size in the figure. Not surprisingly, variable-size buffer-
ing is faster than fixed-size buffering in both CC BUF and BA-
SIC COBUF. As an algorithm with fixed-size buffers, VEB COBUF
has a good performance, which is better than that of BASIC COBUF
with variable-size buffers and close to or better than that of CC BUF
with variable-size buffers.
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Figure 13: Performance comparison of algorithms with fixed-
size and variable-size buffers

To put it together, we study the performance of combining clus-
tering and buffering with the relation size varied. We compute the
TOT CYC ratio of cache-oblivious indexed NLJs with VEB COBUF
over the best of cache-conscious indexed NLJs with fixed-size buffers.
Figure 14 (a) shows the results when |S| is varied (|R| = 5M ), and
Figure 14 (b) when |R| is varied (|S| = 5M ). On all platforms,
the ratios are smaller than one. We compute the TOT CYC ra-
tios of cache-oblivious indexed NLJs with VEB COBUF but with-
out clustering over the best of cache-conscious indexed NLJs with
fixed-size buffers, and find that these ratios are close to those of
combining clustering and buffering. This suggests that the tempo-
ral locality is more important than the spatial locality in the indexed
NLJ.
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Figure 14: The TOT CYC ratio of cache-oblivious and cache-
conscious indexed NLJs

5.4 Summary
In summary, the performance of CO NLJ is close to the best

performance of CC NLJ on P4 and AMD, and is better than the
best performance of CC NLJ on Ultra-Sparc. VEB COBUF is
faster than CC BUF with fixed-size buffers on all these three plat-
forms. Moreover, we find that the best parameter value for a cache-
conscious algorithm may be none of the cache parameters, and the
performance variance of a cache-conscious algorithm is large. Re-
gardless of platform differences, our cache-oblivious algorithms
provide a stable performance, which is similar to or even better
than the peak performance of carefully tuned cache-conscious al-
gorithms.

6. CONCLUSION
As the memory hierarchy becomes an important factor for the

performance of database applications, we propose to apply cache-
oblivious techniques to automatically improve the memory perfor-
mance of relational query processing. As a first step, we have
applied recursive partitioning to implement cache-oblivious non-
indexed NLJs. Also, we have applied recursive clustering and buffer-
ing to implement cache-oblivious indexed NLJs. We prove that the
cache complexity of our cache-oblivious NLJs matches that of their
cache-conscious counterparts, and that this cache complexity holds
on all levels of the memory hierarchy. Based on our evaluation
on real systems, we find that the performance of cache-conscious
NLJs varies greatly with their parameter values and the hardware
platform, and that the best parameter value for the cache-conscious
algorithm may be none of the cache parameters. In contrast, our
cache-oblivious NLJs provide a much more robust performance,
which is similar to or even better than their cache-conscious coun-
terparts with suitable parameter values.
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